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ABSTRACT
Empirical data used in the Standard Earth (II) are described. The variance-
covariance matrix is available, and the format of this matrix on a standard magnetic
tape is described.
R SUME
On presente les donnees empiriques employees dans la Standard
Earth (II). La matrice variance-covariance est disponible et l'on
decrit le format de cette matrice sur une bande magnetique stan-
darde.
IOHCHEKT
OrIMcbIsaIoTc 3MrIMpmIecKMe C aHHbie KOTOpbie ynoTipe6JIrjMceb znJ
CTaHeapTHOi 3eMjnx (II). MmeeTCR B pacnopRKeH=H MaTpxua zxcHepcmx-
KOBapzauMB, M onXHCbBaeTCc ~opMaT 3TOM MaTpMUbl Ha CTaHzapTHOw
MaFHXTHO4 n~eHTe.
V
EMPIRICAL DATA AND THE VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX
FOR THE 1969 SMITHSONIAN STANDARD EARTH (II)
E. M. Gaposchkin
1. INTRODUCTION
This note details the empirical data used in the 1969 Smithsonian Standard Earth
(II) (Gaposchkin and Lambeck, 1970, 1971). Further, the variance-covariance matrix,
or the normal equations, are of use for correlative analysis. This matrix is available
on request to interested individuals supplying a magnetic tape. The format and con-
tents of the tape are described here, together with a sample printout. We provide
this information so that complete interpretation of the Standard Earth results will be
possible.
This work was supported in part by grant NGR 09-015-002 from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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2. DEFINITION OF THE REFERENCE SYSTEM
The reduction of astronomical direction observations, such as Baker-Nunn obser-
vations, in right ascension and declination requires several straightforward computa-
tions. The observations are given with respect to a particular equinox and equator,
typically but not always the mean equinox of 1950. 0 and the equator of date. The
transformation of given observational directions to this system is defined by the
expressions (definitions) of precession and nutation, taken from the Explanatory Supple-
ment to the Astronomical Ephemeris and the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac
(1961). The nutation terms were selected such that the total neglected contribution
was less than 0. 5 m. Corrections for diurnal aberration were applied to the simul-
taneous observations. Application of parallactic refraction and the numerical values
used are given in Section 3.
The relation between the reference system defined above and the terrestrial sys-
tem is given by the tabular values of UT 1 and the pole position (Veis, 1963). The
numerical values for UT1 are taken from the Bureau International de l'Heure (BIH);
and the polar-motion data, from the International Polar Motion Service (IPMS).
Further, SAO maintains a uniform time system (A. S) to which all data are referred.
We list the values of A. S - UTC used for this conversion. A thorough documentation
of the definition of A. S and its relation to other atomic time systems is being prepared
by J. Rolff.
3
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3. PARALLACTIC REFRACTION
The basis of this discussion is from Veis (1966). The parallactic-refraction
correction depends primarily on the zenith distance and on the height of the object;
but it is also dependent on the atmospheric pressure and the temperature (and, to a
minor extent, the humidity) at the observing station.
The following formula gives the parallactic refraction to an accuracy of about
10%:
AR n - I tan Z [ 1 ea(cos Z)r]
a r cos Z
Under normal conditions (T = 0.0 C, P = 760 mm), this becomes
AR = -435.'t0 rtan Z - -0 1385 r cos Z) (r is in km) . (1)
The temperature and pressure effects on the parallactic refraction correspond to
a factor K, by which equation (1) must be multiplied:
B 273 15.35 P
760 273 + 0 460 +T '
where B is the pressure in mm Hg, P is the pressure in inches, and 0 is the tempera-
ture in degrees F. From this, it follows that K, which is 1 for "normal conditions, "
will change by 3% for a variation of 1 inch in pressure and 2% for a variation of 10°F
in temperature.
Correcting each observation for the actual temperature and pressure at the time
of the observation is complicated and useless. Therefore, for every station, the
mean night temperature and pressure are determined, and the coefficient K is then
calculated with these values. Every station will have a different numerical value for
5
the parallactic refraction, but the value will be the same for all observations from
that station. If we consider that the parallactic-refraction correction itself hardly
ever exceeds 2" and that variations in night pressure and temperature from their
mean values are not appreciable, then we can estimate that this method is suffi-
cient to provide a correction to better than 0!'1 in all cases. Table 1 gives the
mean night temperature and pressure and the corresponding coefficient K for each
camera station. It should be noted that the mean night temperature and pressure and
their ranges were obtained from sampling evening and morning data both in winter
and in summer. For stations designated with an asterisk, no weather data were
available at SAO. In these cases, we used atlas values reduced for temperature and
pressure gradiants. The data were compiled by Mr. J. Latimer, Mr. A. Girnius,
and Dr. K. Lambeck.
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Table 1. Mean temperature, pressure, and parallactic-refraction coefficient K.
T (°F) P (inches) K
Station Mean Range Mean Range Mean ±
9001 56 38 28.61 0.70 0.94 6%
9002 52 30 25.30 0.52 0.84 6%
9003 65 45 29.48 0.79 0.94 8%
9004 63 26 30.06 0.96 0.94 5%
9005 55 42 29.89 0.62 0.95 7%
9006 57 20 23.86 0.48 0.78 4%
9007 49 9 28.38 0.10 0.94 2%
9008 59 51 29.70 0.41 0.95 9%
9009 79 5 29.41 0.18 0.91 2%
90 0 66 20 30.03 0.50 0.93 4%
9011 61 16 27.70 0.55 0.91 3%
9012 44 12 20.96 0.42 0.69 3%
9021 48 32 22.78 0.24 0.76 7%
9023 65 45 29.48 0.79 0.94 8%
9025 51 34 26.77 0.34 0.89 8%
9028 66 26 24.04 0. 11 0.78 3%
9029 81 20 29.94 0.21 0.94 2%
9030 59 49 30.05 0.40 0.98 5%
9031 53 46 28.89 0.48 0.96 4%
9049 66 20 30.03 0.50 0.93 4%
9050* 49 40 29.50 0.10 0.99 6%
9051 64 52 29.33 0.43 0.95 5%
9066* 34 50 27.20 0.10 0.94 9%.
9074* 45 40 29.97 0.05 1.01 7%
9076* 40 40 29.67 0.05 1.01 7%
9077* 44 35 29.40 0.10 0.99 4%
9080* 49 30 29.55 0.02 0.99 3%
9091 59 49 30.05 0.40 0. 98 5%
9113* 55 30 27.30 0. 10 0.90 3%
9114* 30 55 27.65 0.30 0.96 11%
9115* 38 45 27.87 0.05 0.95 9%
9116* 56 23 27.10 0.20 0.89 4%
9117* 77 6 29.90 0.01 0.95 1%
9118* 83 5 29.90 0.01 0.94 1%
No weather data available at SAO.
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4. TIME-SYSTEM DATA
SAO has maintained a uniform time system called AS, which we use as the inde-
pendent variable in orbit computation. Data from other agencies are referred to UTC
or A3. The time systems A. S and A3 differ by a constant amount during the period of
joint observation, and we have adopted the value
A. S - A3 = 35.3 msec.
Whereas A. S and A3 are uniform time systems, UTC has discontinuities.
Table 2 gives the time interval, the offset, the rate, and the epoch for the difference
A. S - UTC. Therefore, for the interval between T 1 and T2, the difference is given
by the formula
A. S - UTC = a + b (t - T3)
There data were compiled by Mr. J. Rolff, and the complete documentation will soon
be published.
The relation between a terrestrial system and a celestial system has. been docu-
mented by Veis (1963), Lundquist and Veis (1966), and Gaposchkin and Lambeck
(1970); the definition of sidereal time used is also given therein. We therefore give
here only the values of UT1 and pole position used in the analysis.
The UT1 values are taken from the BIH. A quadratic polynomial is fitted to
A. S - UT 1 for intervals of 25 to 50 days. These polynomials are then used to eval-
uate A. S - UT1 for each observation time. Table 3 lists the intervals (T1 , T2 ) and
the three coefficients a, b, and c. The polynomial epoch is T1, and
A. S - UT1= a + b(T - T1 ) + c(T - T1 )
The polar-motion data, taken from IPMS, are presented in Table 4. Linear
interpolation is used to compute the pole position.
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Table 2. Offset (a), rate (b), and epoch (T3 ) of A. S - UTC (in seconds).
T1 T2 a b T
37178.0 37300.0 1.300500 0.001275935 37178.0
37300.0 37481.0 1.458858 0.001296000 37300.0
37481.0 37493.0 1.693434 0.001292000 37480.0
37493.0 37512.0 1.694215 0.001245000 37480.0
37512.0 37563.0 1.643160 0.001280000 37480.0
37563.0 37573.0 1.641500 0.001300000 37480.0
37573.0 37604.0 1.642184 0.001290764 37480.0
37604.0 37665.0 1.643272 0.001289444 37480.0
37665.0 37755.0 1.865000 0.001123200 37650.0
37755.0 37846.0 1.864620 0.001126800 37650.0
37846.0 38030.0 1.864704 0.001126370 37650.0
38030.0 38334.0 2.292725 0.001118458 38030.0
38334.0 38395.0 2.392725 0.001118458 38030.0
38395.0 38486.0 - 2.800962 0.001293560 38395.0
38486.0 38577.0 2.900766 0.001295716 38395.0
38577.0 38639.0 2.901518 0.001292659 38395.0
38639.0 38669.0 3.001518 0.001292659 38395.0
38669.0 38761.0 3.001589 0.001296048 38395.0
38761.0 38820.0 3.575732 0.001296000 38761.0
38820.0 38942.0 3.675732 0.001296000 38761.0
38942.0 39004.0 3.775732 0.001296000 38761.0
39004.0 39126.0 3.875732 0.001296000 38761.0
39126.0 39491.0 4.348772 0.002592000 39126.0
39491.0 39753.0 5.294852 0.002592000 39491.0
39753.0 39856.0 5.294688 0.002592000 39491.0
39856.0 39887.0 6.240768 0.002592000 39856.0
39887.0 40222.0 6.140768 0.002592000 39856.0
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Table 3. Interval and polynomial coefficients of A. S - UT1.
a b c














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T1 T2 (sec) (sec/day) (sec/day2 )
39750.0 39800.0 5.8717612E+00 2.1564043E-03 6.3961686E-06
39800.0 39850.0 5.9954964E+00 2.8623267E-03 -4.6929630E-06
39850.0 39900.0 6.1270687E+00 2. 5043322E-03 1. 5646243E-06
39900.0 39925.0 6. 2560192E+00 2. 7039238E-03 2. 0537761E-07
39925.0 39950.0 6. 3235243E+00 2. 4955302E-03 -2. 8520212E-06
39950.0 39975.0 6. 3836121E+00 3.4455413E-03 -1.6231575E-05
39975.0 40000.0 6.4593955E+00 2. 4756578E-03 -1.6887416E-07
40000.0 40050.0 6.5211865E+00 2.6401475E-03 -1.0707590E-05
40050.0 40100.0 6. 6276017E+00 1.8369700E-03 5.4185294E-06
40100.0 40150.0 6.7330783E+00 2. 4313746E-03 2. 7533980E-06
40150.0 40200.0 6. 8608866E+00 2. 6823980E-03 1. 6945720E-06
40200.0 40250.0 6. 9992317E+00 2.5587021E-03 -1.2562317E-06
40250.0 40275.0 7.1245087E+00 2. 5201212E-03 9.2045398E-06
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Table 4. Pole position.














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The variance-covariance matrix of a 428-dimension system is too lengthy to
print here. For those interested, two magnetic tapes with the coefficients are avail-
able. The matrix computed from the combined set of normal equations is described
by Gaposchkin and Lambeck (1970, 1971) and consists of dynamical, geometrical,
gravimetric, and deep-space data.
This matrix is written in BCD (binary coded decimal) in either 7-track or 9-track
mode on two tapes. The data on these tapes are divided into five parts:
1. An identification used within SAO; this can be read with
FORMAT (A10, 4110)
2. The variance-covariance matrix (the structure of the unknowns is described
in part 5). This matrix can be read with
FORMAT (4 E20. 12)
3. The normal residual; this can be read with
FORMAT (/(E20. 12))
4. The solution vector; it can be read with
FORMAT (/(E20. 12))
5. A description of the unknowns.
The station coordinates are designated by the station number, with an X, Y, or Z
as appropriate. The stations treated as a net are implied (see Gaposchkin and Lambeck,
1970). The gravity-field coefficients are denoted by C21 for C2, 1 etc. A certain
number of unknowns relating to scale and origin differences between the Deep Space
Network and the SAO solution are designated by an asterisk. The station designations,
appearing first, are read with
19
FORMAT (/(I10, A1/1OX, A1/10X, Al)).
The scale and origin parameters are read with
FORMAT (Al).
The tesseral-harmonic designations are read with
FORMAT (Al, 213).
Appendix A is a sample program that reads this tape and prints part of the matrix
and parts 2 through 5 above.
The tape produced as described probably cannot be read by another computer
because the SAO operating system has adopted some unique tape-blocking and physical
record-size conventions. Therefore, the tape has been specially blocked and written
as a nonstandard tape by the program detailed in Appendix B. The format of informa-
tion on this tape is given in Appendix C.
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1 DO 25 L=1,M
I=I+l
IF (I.GT.N) GO TO 30
PRINT 101,I









300 FORMAT( /( F7n.RI)
READ(q.inO) (ANS(K).K=l.N)
WRITF(.Inoi ) (ANS(K).K=1.N)











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































19 BUFFER OUT (1,0) (IA(lel)gIA(8,I ))
IF (UNITt,) 19,20,99,99





















Each physical record of data contains 2408 characters coded in external BCD, at
a density of 556 BPI. The first 2400 characters represent 30 card images of 80
characters each. The last 8 characters are blanks and should be ignored. The last
physical record is padded with a variable number of blank-card images.
The file ends with the following sequence of physical records:
CDC SCOPE end-of-file - 8 characters, where the first seven are blanks
and the eighth is 17B
tape mark






E. M. GAPOSCHKIN graduated in Electrical Engineering from Tufts University
in 1957. He received a Degree of Numerical Analysis in 1959 from Cambridge
University in England and a Ph. D. in geophysics from Harvard University in 1969.
Since joining the staff at Smithsonian in 1959, he has been programer and Division
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NO TICE
This series of Special Reports was instituted under the supervision
of Dr. F. L. Whipple, Director of the Astrophysical Observatory of the
Smithsonian Institution, shortly after the launching of the first artificial
earth satellite on October 4, 1957. Contributions come from the Staff
of the Observatory.
First is sued to ensure the immediate diss emination of data for satel-
lite tracking, the reports have continued to provide a rapid distribution
of catalogs of satellite observations, orbital information, and prelimi-
nary results of data analyses prior to formal publication in the appro-
priate journals. The Reports are also used extensively for the rapid
publication of preliminary or special results in other fields of astro-
physics.
The Reports are regularly distributed to all institutions partici-
pating in the U. S. space research program and to individual scientists
who request them from the Publications Division, Distribution Section,
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02138.
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